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The US Senate Select Committee on Intelligence has recommended that the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) no longer run US anti-drug interdiction flights over Peru, if they are eventually
resumed. The recommendation, which will indefinitely halt the program run by the CIA and the
Peruvian air force, is the outcome of an investigation into the downing of a plane in April that
resulted in the deaths of a US missionary and her daughter.
The committee report blamed Peru's antiquated air-traffic control system, the unwieldy
communications system and chain of command for conducting interceptions, and the inadequate
language skills of both Peruvians and US personnel contracted by the CIA. It cited errors by the
Peruvian military and poor US management in the April 20 incident in which a Baptist missionary
plane was misidentified as a drug-smuggling plane and shot down (see NotiSur, 2001-05-18).
Veronica Bowers and her seven-month-old daughter, Charity, were killed when the plane carrying
Bowers and other missionaries was fired on by the Peruvian air force. Pilot Kevin Donaldson, who
was wounded, made an emergency landing on a river. Jim Bowers, Veronica's husband, and their
son Cory, plus two others on board survived. The report found that Donaldson had done nothing
that should have led trackers to conclude he was transporting drugs. He was flying at a level,
constant speed in northern Peru and was not moving toward any international borders.
"The flight and route characteristics did not resemble typical drug trafficking aircraft practices,"
the report said. The report also noted that the Peruvian officer on board the US tracker plane
merely had to consult a list of tail numbers to confirm that the plane was registered to a missionary
organization. Safety procedures designed to prevent such incidents were ignored and neither the
Peruvian air force nor the CIA had done much training on the procedures to ensure they were
followed, the report said. It also criticized the Peruvian military for a "precipitous rush to use lethal
force." "Participants in this program seemed to have an operational assumption that an intercepted
plane without a flight plan was a drug trafficker," the report concluded. "Clearly, the presumption of
innocence should have been paramount."
While the report noted that the CIA contract employees had voiced "strong reservations" when
their Peruvian counterparts sought the use of deadly force, Sen. Richard Shelby (R-AL), the ranking
Republican on the committee, said that did not exonerate the CIA. "The primary culprit in this case
was lax management. Established safety procedures were permitted to erode unchecked for a period
of years," Shelby said in a statement. "CIA officials, from the program manager to the director,
failed to properly manage this program with tragic results."
The committee's findings were similar to those of the joint report released in August. The
administration first reported that Peruvian authorities on the ground failed to run a check on the
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plane's tail number after pilots had radioed in the information, and that Peruvian pilots ignored or
failed to understand the Americans' objections.

Committee calls for substantial changes to program
Following the incident, US officials suspended the interdiction program and a similar program in
Colombia. The committee recommended major changes to the program and said US support should
be withheld until safety procedures are radically improved. Committee chair Sen. Bob Graham (DFL) said safeguards to protect against the loss of innocent life had eroded and the CIA had failed
in its oversight responsibilities. "The lack of judgment displayed by key individuals involved was
the primary factor leading to this disaster," said Graham, who released the committee report on
the incident. "Safety procedures, however, had degraded over time to the point where this kind of
tragedy was almost inevitable. This program needs a dramatic overhaul before we should consider
restarting it."
The committee said changes should include only using US crews fluent in Spanish, improving
the system for filing and retrieving flight plans, streamlining the process for identifying unknown
aircraft, and considering giving US personnel the ability to shut down a particular operation.
The committee also plans to require that the president provide an annual certification on the gravity
of the trafficking threat and the safeguards in place to protect innocent people before approving
a renewal of the program. It urged the administration to consider placing the program under the
control of US Customs or the military since it is now known to the public, and the CIA is "normally
associated with secret programs." One Senate official conceded that the committee demands are so
sweeping they could end the program.
US involvement in intercepting drug flights began in 199l and was suspended briefly in 1994, then
resumed. Military tracker planes flown by CIA contract pilots, working with US-operated airborne
and ground-based radars, pinpointed planes suspected of smuggling coca paste from Peru to
Colombia, which were intercepted and sometimes shot down by Peruvian fighters.
Since 1995, the CIA took part in Peru's shooting down of 14 suspected drug flights and forcing
down five more, the committee report said. Eleven more flight crews were captured on the ground.
Peruvian officials say Peruvian pilots have shot down 30 drug-trafficking planes in that time.
Since the program was suspended, foreign officials say drug flights over Peru and Colombia have
increased.
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